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Experience in office procedures, organizational and management skills. Proven ability
to maintain focus and direction while working under pressure of deadlines. 

EXPERIENCE

Lead Outside Machinist
ABC Corporation - JUNE 2001 – JUNE 2002

 Performed new construction jobs and maintenance and OVERHAUL of 
Aircraft Launch and Recovery Equipment (ARE) on aircraft carriers.

 Performed incremental overhaul of aircraft carrier ALRE systems and 
components IAW work packages.

 Performed removal and replacement of ALRE such as water brakes, 
launch valves, arresting gear, and visual landing aids.

 Confirmed correct quantities of repair parts on hand and consulted 
work package for technical specifications prior to starting jobs.

 Advised less experienced Mates on procedural compliance and 
interpretation of technical documents.

 Visually inspected, used measurement and test equipment to verify 
gauge readings and tolerances, and greased components.

 Operated CYLINDER GAP TEST EQUIPMENT to take manual or digital 
measurements, added or removed the shim and torqued bolts.

Outside Machinist 
ABC Corporation - 1996 – 2001

 Worked as a new production with setting up anchor, mooring winches,
pouring chocfast foundation, checking operations, aligning bow, 
thurster motors, setting corkscrews for rudders, out fitting life boats, 
drilling bolt hole, and locations with a mag base.

 Had to lay out location for quick release and installation for anchor 
winches.

 Setting up piano wire, jigs for boat shaft alignment and cut passage 
ways for shafts through bulk heads.

 Operated a genie extended boom for 2 months for osm department.
 Worked a forklift.
 Made choc plates for a vessels engine.
 Later on, I began spending time doing machining various parts from 

weld coplings, body band bolts, drilling pot heads, making various 
overhead crane shafts, flat facing fiberglass flanges, machining 
thordon bushing, making pipe adapter and step flanges with 
phonographic finishes, milling and drilling various foundations..
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EDUCATION

 Certificate in Welding - (Thomas Nelson Community College Hampton - 
Hampton, VA)

SKILLS

Welding,Ms-office.
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